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«They save lifes, 
but they do cartoon too!»



All about STAT
Origin

Crazy about comic books, some 
professionals working in Emergency 
department came up with a 
project. Working in an Emergency 
department, the environment is 
far from being slow and boring, but 
how can they integrate these crazy 
dramatic situations in comic strips? 
They found a way!

The authors

The authors of this comic book 
are all Professionals working in 
the Emergency department of the 
Hôtel-Dieu de Lévis Hospital located 
in the South Shore of Quebec 
City, Canada. These Professionals 
have several years of practice at 
the Emergency where they are 
challenged every day in their 
stressful environment. It’s in this 
context that the authors wanted to 
recreate through this comic book, 

in a lighter way some different ER 
climate, situations, experiences 
and personal features.

What does «STAT» 
mean?

This term is frequently used in 
the health network, especially 
to identify or make reference to 
medical prescriptions that need 
to be processed quickly «Give 
acetaminophen 500 mg 2co STAT.» 
This term comes from a Latin 
adverb «STATIM» which means «at 
this moment, now, quick, without 
waiting, right now».

Reference :
Dictionnaire latin français par Louis Marie 

Quicherat, Amédée Davelu, 1845.



The authors

Born in 1964, Dr. Paquet has been working as a 
specialist in Emergency Medicine since 1993.
He obtained his bachelor’s degree in bio-agronomy 
and started a master’s in Microbiology in the 
same field. Now a medical doctor he is mostly 
working at the CSSS Alphonse-Desjardins at the 
Hôtel-Dieu de Lévis hospital. He is also practicing 
as hyperbare doctor and is in charge of the critical 
wounds care private clinic.

He is actively involved with managing various 
health functions for the Health Centrals in his 
area. He was the doctor in charge of organizing 
and planning any medical treatments in case 
of pandemic outbreak for the Quebec Health 
department.

Since 2010, he invested in the cartoon STAT 
adventure working with the cartoonist Yves 
Lessard.

Francois Paquet, Md, FRCPC
Emergency physician
Scenario and design



The authors

Born on the fourth month of 1964 and originally 
from the Beauce, region of Quebec, Yves started 
drawing cartoons of his teachers at school at a 
young age.

Apart from his work at the hospital he had 
also worked as a freelancer in severalweekly 
newspapers, specialized in journals and for 
the Ottawa Citizen. While working in different 
places around the province, he works in different 
medical departments such as surgical, pediatric 
and maternity unit. He works at the Emergency 

department most of the time. He has also been 
working in mental health departments in the 
Quebec region.

He obtained his Bachelor’s Degree in Nursing (RN) 
and Certification in mental health, gerontology 
and critical care. Since 2010, he has been devoting 
his time to Comics STAT book with Dr. François 
Paquet.

Yves Lessard, 
Nurse
Drawing and design



Characters

Mike Dee, md
The head of the Emergency Department

Florence Nothingale, nurse
The devoted

The Tank, nurse
The Pillar

The pragmatic physician, always ready 
to resolve tough situations, providing 
formidable analysis and commentaries in 
the most particular situations… His best 
friends are: The Tank, Mortimer, Flagalang.

We can always count on Florence for an 
impeccable job. She cannot be blamed for 
taking the Emergency Department’s worst 
situations with a bit of irony.

The man you can always count on. 
Particularly fearsome when facing 
recalcitrant of any kind. Being the size of a 
Grizzly with the heart of Winnie the Pooh, 
he is secretly seeking the heart of Flo. His 
best friends are Mike Dee, Mortimer.



Characters

Ying Yang, md
The Rez

Mortimer Flagalang, md
The second

Physician in the Emergency Medicine’s 
residency program, Ying proves to be the 
eternal « bon vivant «, although somewhat 
naïve, but that only adds to his charm.

Gracefully dealing with adversity and 
untenable situations. Also a formidable 
pun. His best friends: The Tank, Mike Dee.
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Media and publishing

On January 25, 2012, the CBC television newscast conducted 
an interview with both authors of StatComics.

Journalist Sophie Allard at «La Presse newspaper» a major 
newspaper in Montreal writes about Stat. This article was 
published on 4 October 2011 in a full-page format in Arts and 
Entertainment of this journal, the second most widely read in 
Quebec, Canada.

CBC television newscast 
QUÉBEC

La Presse



Media and publishing

TVA television network. The morning show of TVA newwork is 
the most listened morning show in Quebec. In this segment-
mission issued, the team review the work and website of STAT. 
TVA Network belongs to the group Quebecor Media Inc.

This major newspaper in Quebec City 
reports that Stat Comics published its
Volume 1 on April 2011 at the Quebec 
Book Fair held in spring 2011.

Salut-Bonjour Réseau Télévision TVA

Journal Le Soleil



Media and publishing

Published its Volume 1 on April 2011 at the Que-
bec Book Fair held in spring 2011. The album 
Stat Volume 1 is available in all branches of Re-
naud-Bray bookstore in Quebec. Renaud-Bray is 
the major bookstore in Quebec Province, Canada.

The Medical Post / Medical News

StatComics album

These newspapers are all owned by the multi-
national-national Rogers Communications. Se-
veral articles were published in these journals, 
read by all the medical community in Canada 
(80,0000 doctors).



Media and publishing

Federation of Medical Specialists of 
Quebec Stat Comics is published in the 
mensual magazine. This publication is re-
ceived by all medical specialists in Que-
bec (8,000 specialists physicians)

Stat Comics is published in the mensual 
magazine. This publication is received 
by most of the Emergency Physicians in 
Quebec (1000 members)

Fédération des médecins spécialistes 
du Québec

Association des médecins d’urgence 
du Québec



Media and publishing

Stat Comics is published in the monthly web ver-
sion. This publication is received byall the nurses 
of Alberta (Canada)

Stat Comics will be published in the monthly news-
letter. PEPID, is the well known leading provider of 
developer drug data and clinical decision support 
information and technology for healthcare sys-
tems and professionals.

College and association of registred 
nurses of Alberta

Pepid



Media and publishing
Loulou et Guéritou
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Stat Comics Inc.
ER in Comics

Office
1121 Suzor-Côté Lévis, 
Québec, Canada
G6V 9B5

Phone
418-655-9080

FAX
418-835-7263

Email
info@statcomics.com

Website
www.statcomics.com

We would like to thank you for taking 
the time to read and to analyze our 
project.

We have been publishing, over the 
last 2 years, comics inspired by real 
life situations in the emergencies, 
hospitals and the health care services 
in general. They have, according 
to us a great potential for a large 
distribution due to their universal 
theme. We create these comics with 
the intention that each and everyone 
should be amused whether being a 
health care professional, patient or 
part of the general public. Almost 
every strip is inspired by an actual 
event having happened at the 
emergency, likely to provoke a smile.

Yves Lessard, registered Nurse, 
has a convincing talent to transfer 
any event into image and has been 
publishing his drawings in a variety of 
newspapers over the past few years.

François Paquet, works as a medical 
doctor and is specialized in emergency 
medicine at Hôtel-Dieu de Lévis. 
He is also involved in many projects 
concerning the health care sector, 

coordinating emergency health care 
measures for the l’Agence de santé of 
the Chaudière-Appalaches region as 
well as a medical consultant for the 
Ministère de la Santé du Québec.

We equally rely on other professionals 
for their expertise including

Mr. André Gagnon, our coloriste, 
and former editor in chief of the 
popular magazine Safari, and  
Mr. Tommy Lemay, graphic designer.

Stat has already published a cartoon 
album that’s available in all of the 
Renaud-Bray bookstores in the 
province. We were also present at 
the Salon International du livre du 
Quebec, the 13th -17th of April, 2011, 
at the éditeur Moelle Graphique’s 
booth. What’s more, our editor Dr. 
Julien Poitras, who is an emergency 
physician at Lévis, as well as the Dean 
of clinical affaires at the Faculty of 
Medecine at the l’Univérsite Laval, 
has his own publishing house and we 
are proud to collaborate together.

To know more, please visit our 
Website: www.statcomics.com
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You and Stat, a unique collaboration!
We are actively seeking new avenues 
to diffuse StatComics on a larger 
scale, and are at this point appearing 
in many different publications like the 
Fédération de médecins du Québec, 
Ordre des infirmières de l’Alberta, 
Ordre des infirmières du Québec, 
Magazine Santé inc., Association 
des médecins d’urgence du Québec, 
Association des médecins d’urgence 
de France, etc.

We strongly believe that our product 
could add an interesting component 
to any of your publications whether 
in a newsletter, a magazine or on 
your website, according to your 
preferences.

We have a large collection of 
characters related to almost all the 
domains of the health care sector. 
Moreover, we have created more 
than 200 comic strips that can be 
viewed on our GoogleDrive server, 
providing a good idea of what we are 
offering. And be reassured that we 
are open to personal preferences and 
ideas unique to your organization, 
for instance regarding specific 
subjects or monthly themes.

The following is an example created 
in collaboration with l’Agence de 
santé Chaudière-Appalaches (ASSS 
12) and the Ministère de l’éducation 
du Québec for the Salon des métiers.

www.statcomicsfr.com/2011/10/la-
bande-dessinee-au-service-de-la.html

Although our characters are 
principally taking form in the 
emergency departments, there are 
many more to be found, within any 
of the units existing in any health 
care installation both in Canada and 
worldwide. Each story is normally 
presented in a strip of 3 frames, 
(please refer to the examples 
provided in the portfolio). However 
a larger format of 6-8 frames is 
also available. Likewise, cartoons 
or editorial caricatures, touching 
a specific subject or theme can be 
created on demand.

We would be pleased to discuss 
with you how STAT could enrich 
your own publications, and to come 
to a satisfying agreement regarding 
your specific needs and preferences, 
rates, exclusivities etc.

Please take note that our comics are 
translated into English.

With best regards,

Stat Comics Inc.
Une urgence en BD

Bureau
1121, Suzor-Côté,
Lévis (Québec) Canada
G6V 9B5

Téléphone
418-655-9080

FAX
418-835-7263

Courriel
info@statcomics.com

Site Internet
www.statcomics.com

Yves Lessard, nurse
Drawing and design

Francois Paquet, md
Emergency Physician certified, 
CSPQ
Hyperbaric Physician
Text and design


